GUIDELINES FOR WRITING FOR MUSIC LIBRARIES
Here are some requested guidelines for creating cues that get placements and make money:
-

Hard ending on all cues, no fade outs. Tail outs should not be overly long.

-

No key changes

-

No tempo changes

-

One mood throughout: A cue should not start light and happy and end up sad or
dramatic. Editors choose cues according to mood and tempo, so cues like this usually
get thrown out. I think a good cue changes textures, but not mood throughout.
The Videohelper guide (see below) has a different take on it, but I don’t agree – I think if
the moods changes then the cue no longer works for the reason it was chosen by the
editor…….

-

Edit Dead Space At The Top & Tail End: Always make sure to edit out any extraneous
silence from the top and end of your tracks. Keep any dead space to no more than .25
seconds at the top and end.

-

Good edit points in the cue (see Videohelper diagram below). Editors love when they
can just edit out sections in the middle of a cue and go straight to the end, and it works
without a lot of fiddling around.

-

Master your tracks but don’t overly compress/ limit them. Unlike with records, you
don’t need to take part in the loudness wars and make your tracks ridiculously loud.
So use compression and limiting judiciously; it’s easy to overdo it in trying to make your
tracks as loud as possible.
Finally, mix your tracks with a maximum level of 0.5 dB. Leaving some headroom gives a
little room to account for different audio systems and DAW playback idiosyncracies.

-

Videohelper is a very popular music library. Below I have included a scan from one of their
demo CDs that talks about how they put together tracks. If you want to incorporate some
of Videohelper’s guidelines please do so. But this is not a requirement. But the way they
structure cues and build in edit points is great info.

